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New integral formulas to determine gcopotcntial coefficients from terrestrial gravity and satellite ahi-
metry data are given. The formulas are based on the integration of data over the non-spherical surface of lhc
Earth. The effect of the topography to low degrees and orders of coefficients is estimated numerically. For-
mulas for the solution ,of the gravimetric boundary wdue problem arc derived.
1. INI'I_.OD tA?TION
The long-wavelength features of the Earth's gravity field is best determined from dynamic satellite ob-
servations. For short-wavelength information terrestrial gravity anomalies (Ag) and satellite altimetry data
play essential roles. A well-known method to determine geopotential coefficients from Ag is the integral met-
hod used by Rapp e. g. (1977). We present this method in section 2 followed by a new integral method in sec-
tion 3.
2. RAPP'S IIVIEGRAL FORMULA
The determination of the harmonic coefficients according to Rapp requires that the data (Ag) is distri-
buted continuously all over the surface of the Earth. Also it is assumed that the Earth's (disturbing) potential
(T) can be developed into a harmonic series convergent down to the Earth's surface:
(r__o)nT=ro-r y.. n+l _ AnmYnm(_b,h), (2.1)
n=2 r m=-n
where .y is the mean surface gravity of the Earth, (r,_,k) are the geocentric, spherical coordinates of the
computation point, Ynm(qb,k) is a fully normalized spherical harmonic and, for r = to,
1
Amn - ff T Ymn do, (2.2)
4"rrro y cr
where tr is the unit sphere. Considering the "boundary condition" in spherical approximation (Heiskanen and
Moritz 1967, p 87) one obtains the corresponding expansion for the gravity anomaly (Ag) :
co ro n
ag:y E (n--I)(--) n+2 E AnmYnm(d?,k), (2.3)
n=2 r m=-n
from which formula the coefficients are given for r = ro :
1
Anm - -- J'f Ag Ynm do.. (2.4)
4"try(n-I) o.
In principle ro is arbitrary, but is usually chosen as the equatorial radius of the selected reference ellip-
soid. A practical obstacle in applying the integral formulas (2.2) and (2.4) is the necessity of reducing T and
Ag to the sphere of radius ro. For (2.4) Rapp (1984) used the Taylor series
OAg 1 82Ag
Agreduced = Agol_served-- -- Ah (Ah) 2 - ..., (2.5)
Oh 2 c_h_
where Ah = r-ro, and the derivatives were estimated from available series of harmonic coefficients.
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3. TI if=" NF.W [NI'E(;RAI. APPROACII
Rewriting formula (2.1) on the form
q-| ,
Ry _9 R )n nT= (-- ._ CnmYnm(d? ,k),
n=o r m= -n
(3.1)
whcrc R is the radius of the minimum bounding sphere of the Earth, and considering Green's second identity
for tile functions T and U (Hciskanen and Moritz, 1967, p. 11):
6T 6U
fly (UAT-TAU)dv = ff (U-- - T--) dS,
v S _in' 6n'
(3.2)
where t, is the volume bounded by the surface S, which consists of the surface of the Earth (E) and the sur-
face of thc bounding sphere of radius R, and n' is the external normal to S with respect to u, and setting U to
R r
U = { (__)n+l + an(__)n } Ynm(qb,h), (3.3)
r R
where an is a non-zero constant with respect to position, the following general integral formula is derived in
Sj 6be rg (1988):
1 __ 1 _g _iU
Cnm ff [U { Ag T } + T -- ] r 2 do', (3.4)
4,rrR27(2n + 1)an E 7 8r 8r
where Ag = Ag - 7(_ tan 131+ rl tan !32), 13]and 132are the terrain inclinations, and g and "q are the corre-
sponding deflections of the vertical. The integral ks taken over the Earth's surface (E). Choosing r = ro + Ah
and an = (R/ro) 2n+ ] (n- 1)/(n + 2) one obtains (to order Ah/ro):
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Fig. 1. The percentage terrain elevation effect by degree as computed by formula (3.6) and by Rapp (1984).
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R
Anm = (__)n+2cn m __ A,m0_+ AA,,m, (3.5)
ro
where Anm 0 is given by (2.4) and
n+2
AAnm - ff T &h Ynm d(r. (3.(,)
4"rryRro I':
The percentage terrain corrcctions by degree determined by formula (3.6) arc illustrated in Fig. 1. Deta-
ils on the computations arc given in Sj6bcrg and Fan (1988). For comparison the figure includes also terrain
corrections from Rapp (1984).
Choosing an = - (R/to) 2n + 1 one arrives at formula (3.5), but now with Anm 0 given by (2.2) and
1 R 2T Ah
_Anm - (--) ff (A--g + ---) --- Ymn(qb,k) d,*. (3.7)
4_',/ ro tr R ro
Numerical computations show that this correction is within 2% for n -< 50. Again we refer to Sjoberg
and Fan (1988) for details.
4. SOLUTIONS TO BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS
Inserting (3.4) into (3.1) and assuming that summation and integration may change order one arrives at
the following solutions for the height anomaly _1" = Tp/',/:
Case I: an = (R/ro) 2n + 1 (n-1)/(n + 2) :
R
- ff [ { S(t_po,ro,rp)- A(_spQ,rQ,rp) }Ago + K(_pQ,rQ,rp) TQ ] dtrQ, (4.1)
4ary (r
where
rQ oo 2n+1 rQ 1pn(cost_Q)S(_pQ,rQ,rp) =-- .Y, ( )n+
R n=2 n-1 rp
and
rQ _ n+2A(ffPO,ro,rP) = -- -- { 1 -
R n=2 n-1
(ro)2n+ 1 } (rQ)n+lpn (cos _pQ)
rQ rp
1 oo rQ +1{ 1- ( )2n+lK(_bpQ,ro,rp ) = -- Y. (n+2) ( )n ro } Pn (cos Cpo)
R n=2 rp rQ
Case i1: an = -- (R/ro) 2n + l .
1
_t, - ff [ { e(t_pQ, rQ,rp)- L(t_pQ,rQ,rp) } TQ + M(_pQ,rQ,rp) rQ Ago l d_ , (42)
4_ry of
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where
oo
P(qq'Q, rt),rl') _ (2n 4- 1) (rQ) n + 1 Pn (cos t_l'O)
n =2 rp
and
L(qq,o,rQ,tp) = _ (n- 1) (_)-)" +1{ 1 - (r°) 2n +1 } Pn (cos qJ pQ)
n -'-=2 rp rQ
M(_I'Q,ro,rP) oo ro )n + 1 ro= E (-- {1- (--)2n+lIPn(cos_Po).
n=2 rp rQ
In the limit rQ _ ro the formulas (4.1) and (4.2) approach (the extended) Stoke's formula and the Bruns-
Poisson's formula, respectively.
5. DISCUSSION
As Figure 1 shows the terrain corrections of the new method (3.6) are more significant with increasing
degree than those of Rapp (1984). This discrepancy might be explained by insufficient power in Rapp's deri-
ved derivatives of formula (2.5). The validity of the Earth surface integrals (4.1) and (4.2) should be further
investigated. In any case they should have some interest for the determination of the external gravity field
from surface data.
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